Standards Coverage Under the Annual Copyright License

The Annual Copyright License provides the rights to reuse technical standards in different ways.

Only the Annual Copyright License:

- Provides a consistent set of reuse and storage rights that apply to the technical standards your employees need to do their jobs
- Covers common types of uses involved in collaboration, such as forwarding a copy of a standard to a colleague through email or handing out hard copies to a small group of colleagues working together on a project
- Facilitates easy lookup of content reuse rights
- Minimizes your company’s copyright infringement risk and makes your users copyright-aware through world-class copyright and licensing education
- Accelerates business results by reducing time spent pursuing individual permissions
Here are some common use cases for technical standards, as they relate to Annual Copyright License coverage

- **Authoritative Documents:** Store a copy of a digital standard on a hard drive or network drive used by a project team or work group.
- **Collaboration:** The Annual License is device agnostic and allows authorized uses of a standard by a project team or workgroup via commonly used collaboration applications such as Microsoft SharePoint, Microsoft Teams, or Slack as well as email, chat, etc.
- **Internal Presentations & Training:** Include a portion of a standard in an internal presentation to project stakeholders.
- **Accessibility:** Scan a printed standard into digital format when an electronic version is not readily available.
- **Submission:** Include a standard as part of a regulatory or legal submission.

Some things you cannot do with standards under CCC’s licenses

- **X** Bulk or systematic downloading or sharing of a standard
- **X** Alter, translate, or manipulate the standard in any way
- **X** Sell copies or fee-for-service reproductions of standards
- **X** Provide a portion of a digital standard to anyone other than an employee or on-premises consultant, except as part of a submission to a regulatory authority

About CCC
A pioneer in voluntary collective licensing, CCC (Copyright Clearance Center) helps organizations integrate, access, and share information through licensing, content, software, and professional services. With expertise in copyright, information management, artificial intelligence, and machine learning, CCC and its subsidiary RightsDirect collaborate with stakeholders to design and deliver innovative information solutions that power decision-making by harnessing information from a wide variety of data sources and content assets.

Learn more
Learn more about our licensing, content, and data solutions.
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